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The service empl6s quality review features that are not possible with other- crowd-sourced
information ervces. (!apitalizing on the fact that CompShop’s datis quantitative in
nature, CompShop observes ever-improving statistical norms against which new comps are
compared. New data that falls outside the norm generates flags that can identify comps and
participants that may be intent on misinforming other members.
CompShop’s business and profit model is designed for balance on a number of fronts:
stimulating membership with assurances of member anonymity and low subscription fees;
creating incentive through the contribution of comps by rewarding contributors with three
times the amount of information they provide to the system; and providing oversight of the
crowd-sourced data to maintain data integrity.
Kirby, CEO of CompShopOnline, is well aware of the challenges of rolling out a new
b service. “A new Web-based service relies on early adopters to sample the service, validate
effectiveness, and draw other participants in,” says Kirby. “Right now, fifty members of a
t group in the North Jersey market have been individually recruited and are experiencing
mpShopOnline.com first hand. We’re seeing early signs that their experience with and
ifidence in CompShop will stimulate both membership and the flow of information through
system quickly. After all, with fifty well-informed individuals gathered in one spot to
hange valuable information, such as lease comps, more will want a seat at the table.”
-le further explains: “Last summer I attended a yawner of a baseball game. Two guys in front
ne decided to “start a wave” an idea that was not immediately shared by our fellow fans.
fact, many found their actions annoying at first. Not discouraged, these two continued to
from their seats, eventually drawing in just a bit more of the crowd’s attention each time
y rose. Eventually, another person joined in and then another. A few minutes later, most of
• section was involved. And not long after that, the wave made its first complete cycle of the
iium. Each person’s modest contribution resulted in something big.”
ompShopOnline’s “stadium” includes all major real estate markets across the U.S. They’ve
ady engaged the Northern New Jersey market and are making headway in two other
rkets. Kirby knows that it’s an accomplishment even when a small number of participants
up and get involved. “After all, we know the wave is coming.”
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rforming Step Two
December 2010, the FASB issued ASU No.
0-28, Intangibles
Goodwill and Other
pic 350 : When to Perform Step 2 of the
odwill Impairment Test for Reporting Units
Zero or Negative Carrying Amounts.
yng value may be defined with reference
)ook equity or total invested capital. Many
opanies that had reporting units with
) or negative equity carry amounts were
ng the position that step one was passed
ause the fair value of the reporting unit
generally greater than zero. However, the
cern here is that step two was not being
formed despite the fact that triggering
nts for impairment could have existed.
refore, this new standard states that step
of the impairment test shall be performed
is more likely than not that a goodwill
)alrment exists as a result of any adverse
litative factors existing, as described above.
public entities, this standard is effective
fiscal years, and interim periods within

those years, beginning after December 15,
2010. Early adoption is not permitted. For
nonpublic entities, this standard is effective for
fiscal years, and interim periods within those
years, beginning after December 15, 2011.
Nonpublic entities may early adopt using the
effective date for public entities.
As your company is starting the process of
closing out the fiscal year and preparing yearend financial statements, you will most likely
need to assess if any goodwill is impaired. If
your company does not have the appropriate
resources and expertise internally to prepare a
goodwill impairment analysis, you may need to
consider accounting services consulting or use
of a valuation specialist. In preparation for a
goodwill impairment analysis some of the key
items necessary include: proper identification
of reporting unit(s) and carrying amounts;
preparation of projections and discounted cash
flow models, with support for key assumptions;
and identification of market comparables at
the company and industry levels. •
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LEGL Q&L

Q

Where a develop: seeksto have
a municipality approve a párticuIar
use that is not expressly permitted under
the zoning ordinance and the proposed
use is not “inherently beneficial”, does the
developer then have the burden of proving
an “enhanced quality of proof” standard?
-

A

Yes. Developers, or any land use
applicant, must prove both the “positive
criteria” and “negative criteria” to convince a
zoning board of adjustment that the requested
use variance should be granted, even where
the local zoning regulations exclude the use
under the local zoning scheme. Significantly,
uses qualifying as “inherently beneficialm,” e.g.,
hospitals, schools and rehabilitation facilities, are
automatically deemed to satisfy the “positive
criteria,” absent extraordinary circumstances. In
such cases, however, a board of adjustment is
entitled to evaluate whether the proposed use
meets the “negative criteria,” i.e., whether the
use will create a substantial detriment to the
public good, or substantial impairment of the
intent and purpose of the zone plan and zoning
ordinance”. N.J.S.A. 40:55D-70d.
Where the use proposed is not inherently
beneficial, the applicant must establish the
positive criteria, the negative criteria, and also
demonstrate satisfaction of the enhanced quality
of proof standard. In short, the applicant must
reconcile the zoning ordinance (which does not
permit the use) with the specific use variance
requested. The developer must explain why
the granting of the use variance is nonetheless
consistent with the intent and purpose of the
master plan and zoning ordinance. To meet this
heightened standard, planning testimony must
focus on the current, past andfuturéues,of the
property, as well as the intent ofthé existing
ordinance and intent of the-mastir;pIIi
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